Enrollment report by racial/ethnic status by South Carolina Commission on Higher Education
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     1
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    000000-000   Undeclared
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    7   5  14  30   1   1  10  10  17  71   3   3 491 997  16  32  10  20     569   1169 250  564 319  605
    Freshman Other       02    4   1   6   4   0   0   0   2   2   5   1   0 145 148   6   4   4   3     168    167  95   86  73   81
     Freshman  TOTAL          11   6  20  34   1   1  10  12  19  76   4   3 636 145  22  36  14  23     737   1336 345  650 392  686
    Second Year          03    3   9  15  40   2   3   9   8  14  38   0   1 457 706   7  21  18  24     525    850 303  442 222  408
    Third Year           04    3   3   8   7   4   0   4   2  10  13   0   2 212 234   2   5   4   6     247    272 148  156  99  116
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1   5   9   1   0  32  30   1   0   1   0      41     41  34   28   7   13
    Non-deg Ugrad        07   24  31   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  20  17   0   0   2   1      48     50  18   12  30   38
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08   41  49  45  82   7   4  23  23  49 137   5   6 357 132  32  62  39  54    1598   2549 848 1288 750 1261
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    5   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    5   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL          41  49  45  82   7   4  23  23  49 138   5   6 358 136  32  62  39  54    1599   2554 849 1293 750 1261
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   1    0   2    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   5  10   0   0   0   0       6     10   5    8   1    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   8  10   0   0   0   0       9     10   6    8   3    2
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   1   0   0  18  12   1   1   0   1      21     15  17   12   4    3
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   0  17  11   1   1   0   2      19     17  16   15   3    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0  22  12   1   0   2   2      27     19  27   17   0    2
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    2   0   0   3   0   0   1   1  15  33   0   0  87 102   0   2   4   2     109    143  98  130  11   13
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    2   0   0   4   0   0   4   1  18  41   0   0 152 147   3   4   6   7     185    204 164  182  21   22
    Non-deg Grad         27    6   2   2  12   0   1   1   5  11  91   0   0  58 565   0   6   7  32      85    714  78  697   7   17
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    6   2   2  12   0   1   1   5  11  91   0   0  58 565   0   6   7  32      85    714  78  697   7   17
     PART TIME TOTAL           8   2   2  16   0   1   5   6  29 132   0   0 210 712   3  10  13  39     270    918 242  879  28   39
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29   49  51  47  98   7   5  28  29  78 270   5   6 568 848  35  72  52  93    1869   3472  91 2172 778 1300
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     2
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    030103-000   Environmental Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  16   0   0   0   1       2     17   0    8   2    9
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  18   0   0   0   0       8     19   5   13   3    6
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10  34   0   0   0   1      10     36   5   21   5   15
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10  34   0   0   0   1      10     36   5   21   5   15
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10  34   0   0   0   1      10     36   5   21   5   15
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  12  17   0   0   0   0      12     18   7   13   5    5
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  12  18   0   0   0   0      12     19   7   14   5    5
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  12  19   0   0   0   0      12     20   7   15   5    5
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  12  19   0   0   0   0      12     20   7   15   5    5
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  22  53   0   0   0   1      22     56  12   36  10   20
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     3
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    050134-000   Latin American and Caribbean Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    0   0    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   3   0   1   1   0       2      6   1    4   1    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   3   0   1   1   0       2      6   1    4   1    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   4   0   1   1   0       2      7   1    4   1    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     4
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    050207-000   Women's Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    5   0    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    2   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  10   0   0   0   0       0     12   0    9   0    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  10   0   0   0   0       0     12   0    9   0    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  11   0   0   0   0       0     13   0   10   0    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     5
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    090101-000   Speech Communication and Rhetoric
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      6   0    2   0    4
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       1      8   0    4   1    4
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0  16  67   0   0   0   0      18     74   8   35  10   39
    Third Year           04    0   0   3   6   2   1   0   0   4   9   0   0  46 122   1   1   1   2      57    141  32   75  25   66
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   0   1   2   1   0   0   2   6  13   0   3  35 123   0   3   1   5      45    151  31   68  14   83
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   5  10   3   1   0   2  11  29   0   3  98 318   1   4   2   7     121    374  71  182  50  192
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   5  10   3   1   0   2  11  29   0   3  98 318   1   4   2   7     121    374  71  182  50  192
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       3      4   3    3   0    1
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   1   0       3      4   3    4   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   8  13   0   0   1   0      10     14   6    8   4    6
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0  12  19   0   0   2   0      16     22  12   15   4    7
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0  12  19   0   0   2   0      16     22  12   15   4    7
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   6  10   3   1   0   2  12  32   0   3 110 337   1   4   4   7     137    396  83  197  54  199
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     6
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    090901-000   Organizational Communication, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0       1      6   1    3   0    3
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   7   0   1   0   0       2      8   0    3   2    5
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2  13   0   1   0   0       3     14   1    6   2    8
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2  13   0   1   0   0       3     14   1    6   2    8
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2  13   0   1   0   0       3     14   1    6   2    8
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    2   0    1
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   0   0   0   0       0     10   0    9   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  13   0   0   0   0       1     13   1   11   0    2
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    4   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  17   0   0   0   0       2     17   2   15   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  17   0   0   0   0       2     17   2   15   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3  30   0   1   0   0       5     31   3   21   2   10
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     7
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110101-000   Computer and Information Sciences, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  12   1   0   0   0   0      16      1  12    1   4    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   2   0   0   0   2   0   2   0   0   0  13   2   0   0   0   0      19      2  15    2   4    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   1   0  28   1   1   0   1   0      32      2  28    2   4    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  24   5   2   0   0   0      29      5  23    4   6    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   1   0   0  27   6   1   0   1   0      33      7  30    5   3    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   5   0   0   0   4   0   5   2   1   0  92  14   4   0   2   0     113     16  96   13  17    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   5   0   0   0   4   0   5   2   1   0  92  14   4   0   2   0     113     16  96   13  17    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   1   0   0   0   0       5      1   5    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   9   2   0   0   0   0       9      4   9    4   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   9   2   0   0   0   0       9      4   9    4   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   5   0   0   0   4   1   5   3   1   0 101  16   4   0   2   0     122     20 105   17  17    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     8
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110199-000   Computer and Information Sciences,  Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   0   0   0   0       4      2   4    2   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   1   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   1   0      10      3   9    3   1    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   1   0      10      3   9    3   1    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   1   0      10      3   9    3   1    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:     9
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110401-000   Information Science/Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   0   1   0   0   0       4      1   2    1   2    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   3   0   1   0   0   0       5      1   3    1   2    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   2   0   0   4   1   1   2   0   0       6      6   4    5   2    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   2   0   0   4   1   1   2   0   0       6      6   4    5   2    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   3   0   0   6   1   1   2   0   0       8      7   6    6   2    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    10
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110701-000   Computer Science
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    0   0    1
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0       4      1   4    0   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0       4      1   4    0   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0       4      0   4    0   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  11   0   0   0   0   0      13      0  11    0   2    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  15   0   0   0   0   0      17      0  15    0   2    0
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  16   0   0   0   0   0      18      0  16    0   2    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  16   0   0   0   0   0      18      0  16    0   2    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  20   0   0   0   0   0      22      1  20    0   2    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    11
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131001-000   Special Education and Teaching, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    4   0    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    0   0    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    4   0    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  14   0   1   0   0       0     15   0   11   0    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0   0   0  22   0   0   0   0       0     25   0   15   0   10
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  24   0   0   0   0       3     24   1   16   2    8
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0   0   3  67   0   1   0   0       3     71   1   46   2   25
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0       2      7   2    6   0    1
    All Other Mast.      12    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   7   0   0   0   0       2      8   2    6   0    2
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   0       4     15   4   12   0    3
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   0       4     15   4   12   0    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   7  80   0   1   0   0       7     86   5   58   2   28
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1       1      2   1    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   1       1      5   1    5   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   1       1      5   1    5   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   1       1      5   1    5   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   8  84   0   1   0   1       8     91   6   63   2   28
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    12
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131004-000   Education/Teaching of the Gifted and Talented
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      2   0    2   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      2   0    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      2   0    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    13
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131202-000   Elementary Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    0   0    4
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    3   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   8   0   0   0   0       2      8   2    3   0    5
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   4  25   0   0   0   0       7     29   5   23   2    6
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   4  23   0   0   0   0       6     25   6   20   0    5
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   1   5  35   1   0   0   2       9     41   8   32   1    9
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   9   6   0   1  14  91   1   0   0   2      24    103  21   78   3   25
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   2   8   0   0   0   0       2     10   1    9   1    1
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5  29   0   0   0   1       6     31   6   28   0    3
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   1   0   1   7  37   0   0   0   1       8     41   7   37   1    4
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   1   0   1   7  37   0   0   0   1       8     41   7   37   1    4
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   3   1   0   0   1   9   7   0   2  21 128   1   0   0   3      32    144  28  115   4   29
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   3   1   0   0   1   9   7   0   2  21 129   1   0   0   3      32    145  28  116   4   29
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    14
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-001   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    2   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   1   0       2      4   2    3   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   8   0   0   1   0       3      8   3    5   0    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   8   0   0   1   0       3      8   3    5   0    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   9   0   0   1   0       3      9   3    6   0    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    15
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-002   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    6   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    6   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    6   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    16
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-003   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    1   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    1   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    1   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    17
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-004   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1       1      2   0    1   1    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       4      2   4    1   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   1       5      4   4    2   1    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   1       5      4   4    2   1    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   1       6      4   5    2   1    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    18
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-005   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    19
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-006   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    2   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    2   0    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0       3      7   2    7   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   3  13   0   0   0   0       7     16   6   11   1    5
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   3  13   0   0   0   0       7     16   6   11   1    5
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   3  13   0   0   0   0       7     17   6   12   1    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    20
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131210-000   Early Childhood Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    2   0    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    3   0    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       0     10   0    5   0    5
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   1  30   0   0   0   0       1     34   0   23   1   11
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3  48   0   0   0   2       3     51   3   38   0   13
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   7   0   1   0  55   0   0   0   0       2     64   2   54   0   10
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   2  13   0   1   4 141   0   0   0   2       6    159   5  120   1   39
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       2      8   2    6   0    2
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   2  27   0   1   0   0       4     32   3   30   1    2
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   2  35   0   1   0   0       6     40   5   36   1    4
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   2  35   0   1   0   0       6     40   5   36   1    4
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   6  17   0   1   6 176   0   1   0   2      12    199  10  156   2   43
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    5   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    5   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       0      9   0    9   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   6  18   0   1   6 184   0   1   0   2      12    208  10  165   2   43
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    21
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131299-000   Teacher Ed. and Professional Develop., Spec Levels
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0       0      6   0    4   0    2
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       0      8   0    6   0    2
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       0      8   0    6   0    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       0      8   0    6   0    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   1   9   0   0   0   1       2     11   2   11   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   1       0      5   0    5   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   1  12   0   0   0   2       2     16   2   16   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   1  12   0   0   0   2       2     16   2   16   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   1  12   0   0   0   2       2     16   2   16   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   1  20   0   0   0   2       2     24   2   22   0    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    22
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131306-000   Foreign Language Teacher  Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   1       1      3   1    2   0    1
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   1   0   0   1       2      4   2    3   0    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   1   0   0   1       2      4   2    3   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   1   0   0   1       2      4   2    3   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   3  11   0   1   0   0       3     16   3   16   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   3  12   0   1   0   0       3     19   3   19   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   3  12   0   1   0   0       3     19   3   19   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   3  12   0   1   0   0       3     19   3   19   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   4  14   1   1   0   1       5     23   5   22   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    23
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131314-000   Physical Education Teaching and Coaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       3      3   2    3   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0       3      4   2    3   1    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   8  22   0   2   0   1      10     28   8   19   2    9
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0  17  54   2   1   0   2      21     64  18   46   3   18
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   1   1   1   1  10   0   0  31  53   0   1   1   1      34     68  30   51   4   17
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   2   3   0   1   1   1   4  19   0   0  58 132   2   4   1   4      68    164  58  119  10   45
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   2   3   0   1   1   1   4  19   0   0  58 132   2   4   1   4      68    164  58  119  10   45
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   1       4      6   4    6   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4   5   0   0   0   2       4      8   4    8   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4   5   0   0   0   2       4      8   4    8   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   2   3   0   1   1   1   4  20   0   0  62 137   2   4   1   6      72    172  62  127  10   45
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    24
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131399-000   Teacher Ed and Professional Develop, Spec Subj-Oth
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    2   0    1
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    1   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    3   0    2
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    3   0    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    3   0    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   2   9   0   0   0   1       2     12   2   11   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   2  11   0   0   0   1       2     14   2   13   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   2  11   0   0   0   1       2     14   2   13   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   2  11   0   0   0   1       2     14   2   13   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   2  15   0   0   0   1       3     19   3   16   0    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    25
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131401-001   Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    26
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160103-000   Language Interpretation and Translation
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    27
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160501-000   German Language and Literature
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    0   0    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   0       4      1   2    0   2    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   5   0   0   0   0       7      5   5    2   2    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   5   0   0   0   0       7      5   5    2   2    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   6   0   0   0   0       7      6   5    3   2    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    28
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160901-000   French Language and Literature
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   7   1   1   0   1       2      9   2    6   0    3
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   0   0   0   0       0     10   0    6   0    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  12   0   0   0   0       2     13   1    8   1    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  30   1   1   0   1       4     33   3   20   1   13
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  30   1   1   0   1       4     33   3   20   1   13
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  30   1   1   0   1       4     33   3   20   1   13
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    29
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160905-000   Spanish Language and Literature
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0       3      7   2    3   1    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  11   0   0   1   0       4     15   3   12   1    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   8  22   0   1   0   2      10     28   7   11   3   17
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0  14  37   0   1   1   2      19     50  14   26   5   24
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0  14  37   0   1   1   2      19     50  14   26   5   24
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       2      4   2    2   0    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    3   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    3   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   5   7   0   0   0   1   1   4   0   0  15  40   0   1   1   2      22     55  17   29   5   26
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    30
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    161200-000   Classics and Classical Languages, Literat, & Lingu
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   3   0   0   0   0       6      3   4    2   2    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    1   2    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   5   0   0   0   0       8      5   6    2   2    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  17  12   0   1   0   0      18     13  12    7   6    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  17  12   0   1   0   0      18     13  12    7   6    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0  19  13   0   1   0   0      20     15  14    9   6    6
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    31
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    230101-000   English Language and Literature, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    4   0    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   0       1      7   1    6   0    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   1   0   0  12  23   0   0   0   0      14     25  11   16   3    9
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   1   0   0   0  23  44   1   1   0   3      25     50  16   33   9   17
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   1   0   0   1   0   1   6   1   1  26  63   1   0   1   2      32     73  23   49   9   24
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   2   1   0   1   1   2   3   7   1   1  62 137   2   1   1   5      72    155  51  104  21   51
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0       3      6   1    2   2    4
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   7   0   0   0   0       2      7   2    5   0    2
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  13   0   0   0   0       5     13   3    7   2    6
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    0   0    2
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  15   0   0   0   0       5     15   3    7   2    8
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   2   1   0   1   1   2   3   7   1   1  67 152   2   1   1   5      77    170  54  111  23   59
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   9   5   0   3   0   0       9      9   8    6   1    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   9   5   0   3   0   0       9      9   8    6   1    3
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    0   0    1
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    3   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0       2      5   2    3   0    2
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0       3      6   3    4   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  12  11   0   3   0   0      12     15  11   10   1    5
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   2   1   0   1   1   3   3   7   1   1  79 163   2   4   1   5      89    185  65  121  24   64
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    32
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    260101-000   Biology/Biological Sciences, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    1   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   1   7   0   1  18  23   0   2   0   0      22     35  17   28   5    7
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0       3      6   2    2   1    4
     Freshman  TOTAL           1   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   2   7   0   1  20  29   0   2   0   0      25     41  19   30   6   11
    Second Year          03    0   0   4   6   0   0   1   7   4  13   1   1  42 104   1   1   1   2      54    134  46  112   8   22
    Third Year           04    1   1   5   4   2   1   2   7   2  13   0   1  49 116   1   2   1   2      63    147  55  114   8   33
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   2   3   1   0   6   8   1  12   0   0  73 130   0   2   1   2      84    157  64  113  20   44
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    2   1  12  13   3   1  10  24   9  45   1   3 184 379   2   7   3   6     226    479 184  369  42  110
     FULL TIME TOTAL           2   1  12  13   3   1  10  24   9  45   1   3 184 379   2   7   3   6     226    479 184  369  42  110
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   6   0   1   0   0       0      8   0    8   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   6  15   0   0   0   0       7     17   5   15   2    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   1   0   0   6  22   0   1   0   0       7     26   5   24   2    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   1   0   0   6  22   0   1   0   0       7     26   5   24   2    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    2   1  12  14   3   1  11  25   9  46   1   3 190 401   2   8   3   6     233    505 189  393  44  112
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    33
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    261302-000   Marine Biology and Biological Oceanography
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   7  12   1   1   0   0       8     15   4    9   4    6
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0       4      4   4    2   0    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0  11  16   1   1   0   0      12     19   8   11   4    8
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   2   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  13  17   0   2   0   1      14     22   8    8   6   14
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12  10   0   0   0   0      12     11   5    2   7    9
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0  14  18   0   0   0   0      14     19   8   12   6    7
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   3   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   0  50  61   1   3   0   1      52     71  29   33  23   38
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  10   0   0   0   0       5     11   0    2   5    9
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  11   0   0   0   0       5     12   0    3   5    9
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  11   0   0   0   0       5     12   0    3   5    9
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   4   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   0  55  72   1   3   0   1      57     83  29   36  28   47
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13  14   0   0   1   0      14     14   1    0  13   14
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13  14   0   0   1   0      14     14   1    0  13   14
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13  15   0   0   1   0      14     15   1    1  13   14
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15  15   0   0   1   0      16     15   2    1  14   14
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   4   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   0  70  87   1   3   1   1      73     98  31   37  42   61
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    34
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    270101-000   Mathematics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   5   5   0   3   0   0       5     12   4    7   1    5
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   6   5   0   3   0   0       6     12   4    7   2    5
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   0   7   6   0   0   0   1       8     10   6    8   2    2
    Third Year           04    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   1   9   9   1   0   0   0      10     13  10    9   0    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0   7   9   0   0   0   0       9     14   9    9   0    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   1   2   0   0   1   2   1  10   0   1  29  29   1   3   0   1      33     49  29   33   4   16
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   1   0   0   0       4      2   1    0   3    2
    All Other Mast.      12    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    1   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   1   0   0   0       5      4   2    1   3    3
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   1   0   0   0       5      4   2    1   3    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   3   1   2   0   0   1   2   1  10   0   1  33  31   2   3   0   1      38     53  31   34   7   19
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    2   0    1
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0       3      1   3    0   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   0   0   1   0       5      2   5    1   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   4   0   0   1   0       7      5   7    3   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   4   1   2   0   0   1   2   1  10   0   1  39  35   2   3   1   1      45     58  38   37   7   21
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    35
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    301201-000   Historic Preservation and Conservation
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   4   0   1   0   2       3      9   3    7   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  13  18   0   0   0   0      13     19   7    7   6   12
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  19   0   0   0   1      11     21  10   12   1    9
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  29  42   0   1   0   3      29     50  22   27   7   23
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  29  42   0   1   0   3      29     50  22   27   7   23
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    1   0    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    1   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    1   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  29  45   0   1   0   3      29     53  22   28   7   25
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    36
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    302001-000   International/Global Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   7   0   0   0   2       3     10   2    4   1    6
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       2      4   2    3   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   5   9   0   0   0   2       5     14   4    7   1    7
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   5   9   0   0   0   2       5     14   4    7   1    7
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   5   9   0   0   0   2       5     14   4    7   1    7
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    37
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    380101-000   Philosophy
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   0   0   0   0       4      2   4    2   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   8   2   0   1   0       7     10   5    5   2    5
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   7   1   0   1   0       7      7   6    2   1    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  14  17   3   0   3   0      20     19  16    9   4   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  14  17   3   0   3   0      20     19  16    9   4   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0  15  18   3   0   3   0      21     21  16   11   5   10
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    38
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    380201-000   Religion/Religious Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   1   0   0   0       5      1   3    1   2    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   9   0   0   0   0       3      9   2    8   1    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  11   0   0   2   1       8     12   6   10   2    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13  21   1   0   2   1      16     22  11   19   5    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13  21   1   0   2   1      16     22  11   19   5    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   1   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   1   0       2      3   2    1   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   1   0       2      3   2    1   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  14  24   1   0   3   1      18     25  13   20   5    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    39
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400299-001   Astronomy and Astrophysics, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0       3      4   3    2   0    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   1   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   1   0       5      5   4    3   1    2
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    1   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0       4      0   3    0   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   1   0   0       3      3   2    1   1    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0  10   9   0   1   2   0      14     11  11    5   3    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0  10   9   0   1   2   0      14     11  11    5   3    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0  11   9   0   1   2   0      15     11  11    5   4    6
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    40
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400299-002   Astronomy and Astrophysics, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    41
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400501-000   Chemistry, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   2   0   0   1   0   1   2   0   0   7  10   0   0   0   0       9     14   6   13   3    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   1       3      4   3    3   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   1   0   1   4   0   0  10  11   0   0   0   1      12     18   9   16   3    2
    Second Year          03    1   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   4   0   0   8  12   0   2   1   0      12     20  10   19   2    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   6   8   0   0   0   0       9      8   7    6   2    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   2   0   0   8  12   0   1   0   0       9     16   6   15   3    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   2   3   0   0   2   2   4  10   0   0  32  43   0   3   1   1      42     62  32   56  10    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   2   3   0   0   2   2   4  10   0   0  32  43   0   3   1   1      42     62  32   56  10    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   0       5      3   4    2   1    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   0       5      3   4    2   1    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   0       5      3   4    2   1    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   2   3   0   0   2   2   4  10   0   0  37  46   0   3   1   1      47     65  36   58  11    7
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    42
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400599-000   Chemistry, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0  10  12   1   1   0   1      11     16   8   13   3    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0  10  13   1   1   0   1      12     18   9   15   3    3
    Second Year          03    1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   7  13   0   0   0   1       9     14   6   10   3    4
    Third Year           04    2   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  10   8   0   0   0   0      13     10   8    5   5    5
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   3   0   1   0   1  11  11   1   0   0   0      13     17   9   15   4    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    3   0   1   4   0   0   2   3   1   3   0   1  38  45   2   1   0   2      47     59  32   45  15   14
     FULL TIME TOTAL           3   0   1   4   0   0   2   3   1   3   0   1  38  45   2   1   0   2      47     59  32   45  15   14
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    3   0   1   4   0   0   2   3   1   3   0   1  38  45   2   1   1   2      48     59  33   45  15   14
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    43
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400601-000   Geology/Earth Science, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   5   0   0   1   0       8      5   6    3   2    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12  12   0   0   1   1      13     13   8    6   5    7
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  14  20   0   0   0   0      16     20  10   15   6    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  34  37   0   0   2   1      38     38  25   24  13   14
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  34  37   0   0   2   1      38     38  25   24  13   14
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   0    1   2    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   0    1   2    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  36  38   0   0   2   1      40     39  25   25  15   14
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    44
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400801-000   Physics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   0       7      2   6    2   1    0
    Freshman Other       02    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       4      0   3    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   2   0   0   0   0      11      2   9    2   2    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   0   0   0   0       5      2   5    0   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0       6      0   5    0   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  11   3   0   0   0   0      12      3   6    3   6    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  30   7   0   0   0   0      34      7  25    5   9    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  30   7   0   0   0   0      34      7  25    5   9    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   2    1   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   2    1   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  33   8   0   0   0   0      37      8  27    6  10    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    45
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    420101-000   Psychology, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    3   0    4
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   0    2   1    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  11   0   0   0   0       1     11   0    5   1    6
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   2   0   0   1   1   0   5   0   0   4  22   0   0   0   0       6     30   4   24   2    6
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   6   3   7   0   0  29  97   0   5   0   1      33    116  20   64  13   52
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   5   0   2   1   1   3   8   0   0  26 121   0   4   0   0      31    141  24   89   7   52
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   3   7   0   2   2   8   6  20   0   0  60 251   0   9   0   1      71    298  48  182  23  116
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   3   7   0   2   2   8   6  20   0   0  60 251   0   9   0   1      71    298  48  182  23  116
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    5   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   2   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   6  17   0   1   0   0       8     20   6   18   2    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   2   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   6  22   0   1   0   0       8     26   6   24   2    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   2   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   6  22   0   1   0   0       8     26   6   24   2    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   5   7   0   3   2   8   6  21   0   1  66 273   0  10   0   1      79    324  54  206  25  118
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    46
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    440401-000   Public Administration
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   9   0   0   0   0       7     10   5    4   2    6
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   5   9   0   0   1   2       7     13   6    9   1    4
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  11  18   0   0   1   2      14     23  11   13   3   10
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  11  18   0   0   1   2      14     23  11   13   3   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  11  18   0   0   1   2      14     23  11   13   3   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0       4      6   4    6   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   8   0   0   1   0       4     10   4    9   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   6  13   0   0   1   0       8     16   8   15   0    1
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   0       5      4   5    3   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0  11  16   0   0   1   0      13     20  13   18   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0  11  16   0   0   1   0      13     20  13   18   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   1   3   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0  22  34   0   0   2   2      27     43  24   31   3   12
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    47
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    450201-000   Anthropology
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    0   1    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0       2      3   1    1   1    2
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4  10   0   0   0   0       5     11   1    9   4    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  17   0   1   0   0       8     18   6   12   2    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0  13  18   0   1   0   1      13     22  10   14   3    8
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   2   0   0   1   0   1   0   1   0   0  26  48   0   2   0   1      28     54  18   36  10   18
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   2   0   0   1   0   1   0   1   0   0  26  48   0   2   0   1      28     54  18   36  10   18
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   2   0   0   1   0   1   0   1   0   0  26  50   0   2   0   1      28     56  18   38  10   18
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    48
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    450601-000   Economics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   0    0   3    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   5   0   0   0   0      16      5   2    1  14    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0  30   8   1   0   0   0      35     10  23    3  12    7
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0  49  13   1   0   0   0      54     15  25    4  29   11
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0  49  13   1   0   0   0      54     15  25    4  29   11
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    1   2    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    1   2    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    1   2    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0  53  16   1   0   0   0      58     18  27    5  31   13
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    49
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451001-000   Political Science and Government, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   1   0   0       0      6   0    3   0    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   6   0   1   0   0       2      7   2    4   0    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   4   0   1   1   0   0   2   2   0   0  22  21   0   0   1   1      30     25  21   12   9   13
    Third Year           04    1   0   1   2   0   1   0   1   0   1   0   0  46  39   0   1   1   1      49     46  30   24  19   22
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1   4   6   0   0  59  44   4   0   1   0      69     52  43   23  26   29
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   6   3   1   2   0   2   6   9   0   0 129 110   4   2   3   2     150    130  96   63  54   67
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   6   3   1   2   0   2   6   9   0   0 129 110   4   2   3   2     150    130  96   63  54   67
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   1       5      5   3    5   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   1       6      5   4    5   2    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   1       6      5   4    5   2    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   7   3   1   2   0   2   6  10   0   0 134 113   4   2   3   3     156    135 100   68  56   67
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    50
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451101-000   Sociology
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4  10   0   1   0   0       4     16   3    7   1    9
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   5  18   0   1   0   2       7     26   5   20   2    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   8  21   0   2   0   1      13     27   8   13   5   14
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   7   8   0   0  17  49   0   4   0   3      24     69  16   40   8   29
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   7   8   0   0  17  49   0   4   0   3      24     69  16   40   8   29
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   1   0   1   0   0       3      3   3    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   2   0   1   0   0       3      4   3    4   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   2   0   1   0   0       3      4   3    4   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   7   9   0   0  20  51   0   5   0   3      27     73  19   44   8   29
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    51
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451201-000   Urban Studies/Affairs
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0       1      2   1    0   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   3   0   0   2   0       7      3   2    1   5    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   1   0       4      5   4    2   0    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  10   1   0   3   0      12     10   7    3   5    7
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  10   1   0   3   0      12     10   7    3   5    7
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9  12   1   0   3   0      13     12   8    5   5    7
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    52
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500101-000   Visual and Performing Arts, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    2   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    4   0    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    4   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    4   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0       4      5   4    4   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    53
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500501-000   Drama and Dramatics/Theatre Arts, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0       3      5   2    3   1    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   1   0       3      2   2    1   1    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   7   0   0   1   0       6      7   4    4   2    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   6  15   1   0   2   1       9     20   7   13   2    7
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  10  16   0   1   0   1      11     21   8   18   3    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   8  15   0   2   0   1       9     20   6   16   3    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0  29  53   1   3   3   3      35     68  25   51  10   17
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0  29  53   1   3   3   3      35     68  25   51  10   17
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    2   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    3   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    3   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0  30  57   1   3   3   3      36     72  26   54  10   18
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    54
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500702-000   Fine/Studio Arts, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  16   0   0   0   0       1     16   1   11   0    5
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  26   0   1   0   1      11     29   8   23   3    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   6  34   0   0   0   2       6     38   3   26   3   12
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  18  76   0   1   0   3      19     83  13   60   6   23
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  18  76   0   1   0   3      19     83  13   60   6   23
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    2   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   1    2   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0       3      5   2    4   1    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0       3      5   2    4   1    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  21  81   0   1   0   3      22     88  15   64   7   24
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    55
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500703-000   Art History, Criticism and Conservation
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      6   0    2   0    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  21   0   0   0   0       6     21   3   10   3   11
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   3  20   0   0   0   0       3     23   1    8   2   15
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   9  46   0   0   0   0       9     50   4   20   5   30
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   9  46   0   0   0   0       9     50   4   20   5   30
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   9  49   0   0   0   0       9     54   4   24   5   30
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    56
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500901-000   Music, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       3      3   2    2   1    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       3      3   2    2   1    1
    Second Year          03    1   1   0   1   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   6   8   0   0   0   0       9     10   6    6   3    4
    Third Year           04    0   1   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    3   1    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   1   0   0   0   7   6   0   0   1   0      11      7   6    5   5    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    2   2   0   3   2   0   3   1   2   2   0   0  18  18   0   0   1   0      28     26  18   16  10   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           2   2   0   3   2   0   3   1   2   2   0   0  18  18   0   0   1   0      28     26  18   16  10   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    2   2   0   3   2   1   3   1   2   2   0   0  19  19   0   0   1   0      29     28  19   18  10   10
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    57
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    501002-000   Fine and Studio Arts Management
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1       0      3   0    1   0    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   1       0      5   0    2   0    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   0   0   0   0       0     16   0    5   0   11
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0  10  37   0   0   0   0      11     38   6   17   5   21
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   2   0   1   1   0   0   1   0   0   8  32   0   0   1   1      10     37   8   23   2   14
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   0   1   1   1   1   1   0   0  18  89   0   0   1   2      21     96  14   47   7   49
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   1   1   1   1   1   0   0  18  89   0   0   1   2      21     96  14   47   7   49
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    2   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    0   0    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       1      7   1    2   0    5
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       1      7   1    2   0    5
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   1   1   2   1   1   0   0  19  95   0   0   1   2      22    103  15   49   7   54
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    58
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    510913-000   Athletic Training/Trainer
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    3   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0       1      6   1    6   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0       4      4   3    1   1    3
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   6   7   0   1   0   0       8      8   6    5   2    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   1   0   0       2      6   2    2   0    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  13  21   0   2   0   0      15     24  12   14   3   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  13  21   0   2   0   0      15     24  12   14   3   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  13  21   0   2   0   0      15     24  12   14   3   10
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    59
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520201-000   Business Administration and Management, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    0   1    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    0   1    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   0       5      2   2    0   3    2
    Third Year           04    0   1   1   0   0   0   1   2   0   1   0   0  33  33   2   2   0   0      37     39  15   19  22   20
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   2   2   1   0   3   1   1   6   0   1 123  99   0   1   2   3     132    113  66   51  66   62
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   3   3   1   0   5   3   1   7   0   1 162 134   2   3   2   3     176    155  84   70  92   85
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   1   1   9   6   1   1      17      8  10    7   7    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   1   1   9   6   1   1      17      8  10    7   7    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   1   1   9   6   1   1      17      8  10    7   7    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   3   3   1   0   5   3   7   7   0   1 163 135  11   9   3   4     193    163  94   77  99   86
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0  10  13   0   0   0   0      14     13  11    9   3    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0  10  14   0   0   0   0      14     14  11   10   3    4
     PART TIME TOTAL           2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0  10  14   0   0   0   0      14     14  11   10   3    4
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    2   1   3   3   1   0   5   3   8   7   1   1 173 149  11   9   3   4     207    177 105   87 102   90
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    60
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520301-000   Accounting
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10  11   1   0   0   0      12     11   3    5   9    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   2   0   0  33  18   0   0   0   0      35     22  23   15  12    7
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1   2   2   0   0  45  30   1   0   0   0      49     34  27   20  22   14
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   7  12   0   0   0   0       9     13   5    7   4    6
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   7  13   0   0   0   1       9     15   5    9   4    6
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    1   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   7  13   0   0   0   1       9     15   5    9   4    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   2   1   0   0   0   1   2   3   0   0  52  43   1   0   0   1      58     49  32   29  26   20
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3  11   0   0   0   0       3     12   3   10   0    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   4  11   0   0   0   0       4     12   4   10   0    2
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    5   0    0
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1       2      2   2    2   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   1       2      7   2    7   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   6  17   0   0   0   1       6     19   6   17   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   2   1   0   0   0   2   2   3   0   0  58  60   1   0   0   2      64     68  38   46  26   22
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    61
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520901-000   Hospitality Administration/Management, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   9   0   0   0   0       3      9   1    3   2    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  27   0   0   0   2       5     32   2   17   3   15
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  36   0   1   0   2       8     42   3   20   5   22
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  36   0   1   0   2       8     42   3   20   5   22
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9  38   0   1   0   2       9     44   4   22   5   22
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    62
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    521101-000   International Business/Trade/Commerce
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0       2      3   1    1   1    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  14  16   0   1   1   0      17     17   7    4  10   13
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   2   2   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1  32  22   2   1   0   1      38     28  20   13  18   15
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   2   3   1   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1  49  42   2   2   1   1      58     49  29   18  29   31
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   2   3   1   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1  49  42   2   2   1   1      58     49  29   18  29   31
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0       7      1   4    1   3    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0       7      1   4    1   3    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0       7      1   4    1   3    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   2   4   2   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1  55  42   2   2   1   1      65     50  33   19  32   31
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    63
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    540101-000   History, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    0   1    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    2   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0       3      3   2    2   1    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  14   9   0   1   0   0      15     12  12    9   3    3
    Third Year           04    0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0  28  18   0   0   0   0      32     19  24   14   8    5
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0  24  30   0   2   0   1      29     37  19   21  10   16
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0   6   4   0   0  69  60   0   3   0   1      79     71  57   46  22   25
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   0   2   0   0       4      4   3    3   1    1
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   2       2      6   2    2   0    4
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   6   5   0   2   0   2       6     10   5    5   1    5
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   6   5   0   2   0   2       6     11   5    5   1    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   4   3   0   0   0   0   6   5   0   0  75  65   0   5   0   3      85     82  62   51  23   31
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0       4      6   3    5   1    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   8   0   0   0   0       7      8   6    6   1    2
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4   3   0   1   0   0       4      5   4    3   0    2
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5   5   0   1   0   0       5      7   5    5   0    2
    Non-deg Grad         27    1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   0    1   2    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   5   6   0   1   0   0       7      8   5    6   2    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           1   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0  11  14   0   1   0   0      14     16  11   12   3    4
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   1   5   3   0   0   1   0   6   6   0   0  86  79   0   6   0   3      99     98  73   63  26   35
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003428                                    College of Charleston                               PAGE:    64
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:09:33
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    999999-999   All Programs
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    8   5  18  36   1   1  13  13  23  88   3   4 580 120  19  42  11  22     676   1331 328  671 348  660
    Freshman Other       02    5   1   7   5   0   0   2   2   6  11   1   0 178 195   6   4   7   4     212    222 129  123  83   99
     Freshman  TOTAL          13   6  25  41   1   1  15  15  29  99   4   4 758 315  25  46  18  26     888   1553 457  794 431  759
    Second Year          03    6  10  29  67   3   5  18  18  32  91   2   2 719 229  13  34  25  37     847   1493 542  864 305  629
    Third Year           04    7   7  32  33  10   5   9  24  38  70   0   4 708 174  15  25  16  25     835   1367 527  834 308  533
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    4   2  18  33   4   5  18  24  48 106   3   9 743 217  13  24  16  29     867   1449 591  890 276  559
    Non-deg Ugrad        07   24  31   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  20  17   0   0   2   1      48     50  18   12  30   38
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08   54  56 105 174  18  16  60  81 148 367   9  19 948 952  66 129  77 118    3485   5912 135 3394 350 2518
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    1   3   2   1   0   0   0   1   9   4   0   0  37  97  11   8   1   3      61    117  34   67  27   50
    All Other Mast.      12    0   2   1   2   1   0   0   0   4   7   0   1  33 117   0   2   1   6      40    137  33  106   7   31
     Grad I    TOTAL           1   5   3   3   1   0   0   1  13  11   0   1  70 214  11  10   2   9     101    254  67  173  34   81
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0       2      8   2    5   0    3
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    1   6   3   3   1   0   0   1  13  12   0   1  72 220  11  10   2   9     103    262  69  178  34   84
     FULL TIME TOTAL          55  62 108 177  19  16  60  82 161 379   9  20  20 172  77 139  79 127    3588   6174 204 3572 384 2602
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   1    0   2    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   7  10   0   0   0   0       8     10   7    8   1    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  10  10   0   0   0   0      11     10   8    8   3    2
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   4   0   1  25  19   1   1   1   1      30     26  26   21   4    5
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   5   0   0  28  46   1   2   2   3      32     58  28   52   4    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    2   0   8   4   0   2   1   6   3  12   1   0 117 136   1   5   3   4     136    169 109  133  27   36
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    2   0   0   3   0   0   1   1  15  33   0   0  87 102   0   2   4   2     109    143  98  130  11   13
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    4   0   8   7   0   2   5   9  20  54   1   1 267 313   3  10  10  10     318    406 269  344  49   62
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0  14  29   0   0   0   2      16     35  16   33   0    2
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   1   3   0   0   1   1   1   7   0   0  51  90   0   2   2   2      56    105  35   80  21   25
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   1   4   0   0   1   1   3  10   0   0  65 119   0   2   2   4      72    140  51  113  21   27
    Non-deg Grad         27    7   3   2  13   1   1   2   5  11  91   0   0  69 581   0   6   8  34     100    734  91  715   9   19
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    7   3   3  17   1   1   3   6  14 101   0   0 134 700   0   8  10  38     172    874 142  828  30   46
     PART TIME TOTAL          11   3  11  24   1   3   8  15  34 155   1   1 401  13   3  18  20  48     490   1280 411 1172  79  108
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29   66  65 119 201  20  19  68  97 195 534  10  21 421 185  80 157  99 175    4078   7454 615 4744 463 2710
